Introducing… Melissa “F***ing” Ward
Ah… the glory of me ☺ Having to
put it down in paper seems like a
daunting task because you will
never really be able to describe
yourself so people really know
you – but I am going to give it
my best shot. I’ll start with the
circumstances that have brought
me to where I am today and
hopefully you will get a sense for
how I define myself.
In what seems like a lifetime ago,
I was a married housewife and
mother of 2 gorgeous girls. I
played on my computer during
nap times and envisioned a world
where people can connect
regardless of geographic location. Whether it is to do business or
build friendships, people from across the globe would be able to talk
and share their interests and stories.
Somewhere around 2000, I found myself in the middle of a divorce.
I had some options I needed to consider. First was to find a new
house, second was to work and third was to balance all of this with
raising my daughters. The house was a struggle at first as I tried to
buy a small horse farm. When reality settled in, I realized that I
needed to simplify my home so that I could focus on the other two
tasks at hand. Now that was settled, the income earning part
needed to come to fruition. I knew that I could go back to work in
corporate America, making my guaranteed income and getting my
health benefits. My other option was to design a career around a life
that allowed me to put my two girls on the bus every morning and
explore the World Wide Web. I went for option B.

My friends and family thought I was nuts. Not only was I leaving a
man who had great earning potential, I was leaving a huge home
taking only a few pieces of furniture with me, my clothes and my
car.

To top it off I had the audacity to start my own business
instead of “getting a job”.
There is not a day from that point to now, that I regret the choices I
made. I had a vision; correction, I HAVE a vision. I know what I
want to do in my career, how I want to raise my children, and the
lifestyle that I want to thrive in. It is through sheer grit and
determination and never loosing site of that vision that I am where I
am and who I am today. The learning that I still experience about
the world, people, myself, and the never ending possibilities keeps
me enthusiastic and down right ecstatic about my life.
There is a word I use when I am in doubt or feel that I have reached
a wall… it is More. No matter what you have, there is more. No
matter how much love you have in your life, there is always more.
No matter how happy you are there is always MORE! Holy cow!
Does it really get any better then that?

Whatever it is that you have and whatever your goals are
there is always:
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•
•
•
•
•
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abundance
happiness
love
stuff
people
experiences
learning
LIFE!

Thinking about more doesn’t make you greedy nor does it mean that
you are not content with what you have. You can be completely
satisfied with your life and still want More.

What’s even more fabulous is that when you are truly
grateful for what you have now and can still envision the
More … More shows up!
Little did I know that I was practicing what is now commonly
referred to as the Law of Attraction. It wasn’t until 2006 that I was
introduced to The Secret and the Powerful Intentions Community.
Through the people that I met there, my life has only gotten bigger
and better. When the student is ready, the teacher arrives. No
truer statement has ever been made. At each point in my life and in
building my web development firm the right people have always
come into my life and helped in some way. Through Powerful
Intentions I have met a plethora of people who have helped me to
expand my own horizons, see greater possibilities and continue to
break new ground both personally and professionally.
I am more then just a web developer, I consider myself to be an
Internet Master. I help my clients to create their vision, put that
vision in two dimensional graphic form, and help them to build a
social network of potential customers and clients to connect to. I
LOVE my job! There is nothing more exciting then seeing the spark
in someone’s eye when they are describing an idea for a business
that they are truly passionate about. Their voice quivers, their eyes
get all wide and they are talking with their whole body. I know
when someone is describing something that truly resonates with
who they are and it’s a complete turn on for me to be a part of it.
I also enjoy helping people to realize their true passions.
Sometimes ideas come and go with little impact or action. New
business owners need to realize that if they are working on
something that they are truly passionate about, the money will
follow. I’ve had the pleasure of interviewing several people who
have come into their own by following their passions.

Some have hit material success, some have not. But they
are all happy and feel abundant.

You can listen to these interviews at Phenomenal Entrepreneurs. I
hope you find them as inspiring as I do.
I know I’ve jumped around a lot here – but I at least wanted to get
in some of the larger points of my life so you have an inkling of who
I am. I look forward to our continued conversation in future issues
of The Magic Happens.
Oh… I should explain the title. It’s a nickname that a friend of mine
gave to me when I was feeling less then I am. He said to me, there
is no one else in the universe like you, you are far more powerful
then you know – Hell you are Melissa F***ing Ward and don’t you
ever forget it. Thanks Larry – I won’t. ☺
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